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State weighs in on fire flaws
NEW REPORT » Staff failed to prepare
for this type of disaster, review says
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Sonoma County emergency staff
failed to prepare for the kind of
fast-moving wildfires that broke out
in October and had an outdated understanding of technology they could
have used to alert people in harm’s
way, shortcomings that left people in
the path of a deadly fire without any
warning, state officials said in a report
released Monday.
State experts on public warning
technologies and procedures said

Sonoma County’s plans and systems
were “uncoordinated” when the fires
broke out Oct. 8 and its warning capabilities “included gaps, overlaps, and
redundancies,” according to the report
produced by the California Governor’s
Office of Emergency Services.
While focused on public warnings,
the report also found the county had
no protocols in place that night to help
it assess the locations, magnitude and
spread of the fires — a deficit stemming from a lack of preparation for
TURN TO REPORT » PAGE A2

GOING FORWARD » Proposals tell
county how to improve alerts
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

California officials Monday
gave Sonoma County several
steps it can take to handle another emergency better than
the firestorm four months ago,
including making sure the public doesn’t need to sign up in advance to receive warnings about
an unfolding disaster.
Other changes recommended
by the state Office of Emergency
Services include clarifying coun-

Mark
Ghilarducci
“The disaster,
the events, got
out in front of
them. They could
not catch up,”
said California’s
top emergency
services official.

FIRE CLEANUP » NATIVE AMERICAN RELICS

An archaeological oasis

ty guidelines for how officials use
different warning technologies,
developing prescripted message
templates and improving training for public safety incident
commanders, dispatchers and
others authorized to issue warnings during an urgent crisis.
The recommendations came
as part of a formal state review
of the process Sonoma County
followed to alert people as the
October wildfires began raging.
TURN TO ALERTS » PAGE A2
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Justices
extend
DACA
benefits
Top court refuses to
rule now on plan to end
Dreamer protections

By DAVID G. SAVAGE
LOS ANGELES TIMES

PHOTOS BY CHRISTOPHER CHUNG / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

David Carrio, a cultural monitor with the Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria, observes a fire debris removal site last week in Glen Ellen. Carrio,
who is on the Sacred Sites Protection Committee, stands by in the event that Native American artifacts are discovered.

Amid the charred ruins, ancient artifacts are unearthed from the soil
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

he shiny black piece of obsidian, pointed
at one end and with chiseled edges, lay in
plain view on earth scorched bare by the
Nuns fire on private land in Glen Ellen.
David Carrio, a full-blooded Coast Miwok born
and raised in Sonoma County, recognized it immediately as a tool fashioned by his forebears who
once inhabited Marin and southern Sonoma counties, a bountiful land for hunter-gatherer people,
rich in food and laced by freshwater streams.
“It was kind of like spotting a footprint of your
ancestors,” he said. “It’s something that says we

Archaeologist
Thomas Martin
holds a piece
of a Native
American
obsidian tool
artifact that
he found on a
property being
cleared of fire
debris last
week in Glen
Ellen.

KNIVES FINALLY OUT:

Trump mum on specific gun proposals
By MIKE DEBONIS
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump stopped short
Monday of a full-throated endorsement of any legislative

guns and toward the
proposals to tighten gun INSIDE
various security breakrestrictions while law- Melania Trump
downs that preceded
makers insisted that the offers support
the Feb. 14 rampage infate of any changes lay for student
side Marjory Stoneman
in the president’s hands. protesters / A8
Douglas High School
While Senate leaders
explored the possibility of pass- in Parkland, Florida, that left 17
ing a modest improvement to dead.
Hosting dozens of governors
the national background-check
system for firearm buyers, House at the White House on Monday,
action was uncertain, and Trump Trump reserved his harshest
again turned attention away from criticism for a local sheriff’s dep-
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President again attacks
security flaws at Florida
school, praises NRA

WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court handed President
Donald Trump a significant defeat Monday, turning down the
administration’s plea for a quick
ruling that would have upheld
the president’s power to end
special protections for so-called
Dreamers.
The court’s decision keeps in
place a legal shield for nearly
700,000 young immigrants for
the rest of this year, and perhaps longer, allowing people
who have been covered by the
Obama-era Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals program to
continue living and working legally in the U.S. Those whose existing DACA permits expire this
year will also be allowed to apply for another two-year permit.
Although the court’s action
removes for now the threat of
job loss and deportation, it also
will extend the long-term uncertainty for the Dreamers —
young immigrants who were
brought to the U.S. illegally as
children. Congress has been
stymied on a legislative solution
to their situation, and without
an immediate deadline to force
action, lawmakers almost certainly will not try again to forge
a compromise on immigration
before this fall’s midterm elections.

uty who remained outside the
school while Nikolas Cruz, the
alleged shooter, targeted his former classmates and faculty members.
“You don’t know until you test
it, but I think — I really believe
I’d run into the school, even if I
didn’t have a weapon,” Trump
said, telling the assembled goverTURN TO GUN » PAGE A8

President Trump has long
vowed to cut government,
and agencies will soon feel
the pain / A6
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